Principal components analysis of obsessive-compulsive disorder symptoms in children and adolescents.
Obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) has a broadly diverse clinical expression that may reflect etiologic heterogeneity. Several adult studies have identified consistent symptom dimensions of OCD. The purpose of this study was to conduct an exploratory principal components analysis of obsessive-compulsive (OC) symptoms in children and adolescents with OCD to identify improved phenotypes for future studies. This study examined lifetime occurrence of OC symptoms included in the 13 symptom categories of the Yale-Brown Obsessive Compulsive Scale (Y-BOCS) and the Children's Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (CY-BOCS). Principal components analysis with promax rotation was performed on 231 children and adolescents with OCD and compared with results of similar adult studies. A four-factor solution emerged explaining 59.8% of symptom variance characterized by 1) symmetry/ordering/repeating/checking; 2) contamination/cleaning/aggressive/somatic; 3) hoarding; and 4) sexual/religious symptoms. All factors included core symptoms that have been consistently observed in adult studies of OCD. In children and adolescents, OCD is a multidimensional disorder. Symptom dimensions are predominantly congruent with those described in similar studies of adults with OCD, suggesting fairly consistent covariation of OCD symptoms through the developmental course. Future work is required to understand changes in specific symptom dimensions observed across the life span.